The sensitivity and time scale of the dominant (562 nm) cone system of the frog, Rana temporaria, were studied as functions of steady adapting illuminance (In). Photoreceptor responses to brief flashes of light were recorded as aspartate-isolated ERG mass potentials from the isolated retina. The characteristics of the cone signal after transmission through the retina were derived from response thresholds and stimulus--intensity-response---latency functions for extracellularly recorded spike discharges of single gangfion cells in the eyecup. At 14°C, the single-photon response of dark-adapted cones, extrapolated from ERG intensity-response functions, had an amplitude of 0.5% of the saturated response (Uma~) and peaked at tp ~ 0.4 sec. Steady background illumination decreased both tp and flash sensitivity (SF), starting from apparent "dark fights" of, respectively, less than 10 (for time scale) and about 100 (for sensitivity) photoisomerisations per cone per second [P*sec-1]. From there upwards, two distinct ranges of background adaptation were apparent. Under moderate backgrounds (up to IB ~ 104 --10 s P*sec-1), sensitivity fell 016 according to the relation SF o< I~ °'64 and time scale shortened according to tp ~ I~ . Under brighter backgrounds, from approx. 10 s P*sec -1 up to the limit of our light source at 107 P*sec -1, the decrease in SF was significantly stronger than predicted by the Weber relation (SF c< IB1), while the decrease in tp levelled out and even tended to reverse. All these changes were virtually identical at the photoreceptor and ganglion call levels, although the absolute time scale of cone signals apparent at the latter level was 2-fold longer. Our general conclusion is that photoreceptors have several distinct regimes for light adaptation, and traditional descriptions of functional changes (in sensitivity and kinetics) relevant to vision need to be restated with higher resolution, in view also of recent insights into the diversity of underlying mechanisms. © 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd Vision Sensitivity Time scale Visual adaptation Sensory latency Phototransduction Retinal transmis,;ion ERG
INTRODUCTION
As the general illumination rises from darkness, there is a certain range where photoreceptors effectively combine the necessity of reducing gain to avoid saturation with the opportunity of improving temporal resolution (Fuortes & Hodgkin, 1964; Forti, Menini, Rispoli, & Torre, 1989; Matthews, Fain, Murphy, & Lamb, 1990 +358-9-1917304 ; Fax: +358-9-1!)17301; E-mall kkdonner@touko.helsinki.fi].
phase of the single-photon (quantal) response, reducing the amplitude by curtailing the response more sharply Matthews, 1991) . Frog rods behave like this over a range of background intensities from approximately 1 to 103 photoisomerisations per photoreceptor cell per second [P*sec -1] (Donner, Koskelainen, Djupsund, & Hemil~i, 1995) . Beyond that and up to approx. 105 P*sec -1, the dominant type of adaptation in frog rods is one where the gain of phototransduction is decreased without response acceleration. At still higher light levels, all adaptation mechanisms in rods become overloaded and the cells saturate.
Vertebrates for which vision is important both in daylight and at twilight, have duplex retinas, where cones take over from rods in bright light. Cones represent a design trading quantum catch and gain (i.e., absolute sensitivity) for response speed and a practically unlimited capacity to escape saturation (Hestrin & Korenbrot, 1990 ; 19 20 K. DONNER et al. Matthews et al., 1990; Miller, Picones & Korenbrot, 1994 , 1993 Burkhardt, 1994) .
In the frog retina, cone/rod duplicity presents itself rather purely in its primary function of ensuring vision over wide ranges of mean luminance. In bright light, a dominant population of red-sensitive cones (80-90% of all cones) takes over the tasks of the dominant, rhodopsin-rod population (90% of all rods). We shall use the words cone and rod without qualification to refer to these two receptor types with peak sensitivities (•max) at about 562 and 501 nm in Rana temporaria, a species using only the A1 chromophore in the adult stage (Reuter, 1969; Koskelainen, Hemil~i, & Donner, 1994) . In the central retina cones and rods occur at equal density (Saxtn, 1954) and are similarly organized into ganglion cell receptive fields (B~ickstr6m & Reuter, 1975; Donner & Grtnholm, 1984) , which pool signals from the two types of receptors over equal areas when both systems are adapted to the same sensitivity (Donner, 1987) . The outer segments of frog rods are large, specialized for efficient photon capture, those of frog cones tiny, some 70-fold smaller by volume (Saxtn, 1954; Nilsson, 1964; Liebman & Entine, 1968) .
In the present work, we investigate the adaptation of cones to steady backgrounds by two different techniques. By ERG recording across the aspartate-superfused retina, we study a mass response that basically reflects cone photocurrent, in a sense the most primary electrical outcome of phototransduction. By extracellular recording from single ganglion cells, we are able to study the size and rise kinetics of the cone signal at the retinal output, after transmission through the retina. An important feature shared by these techniques is that they are comparatively "non-invasive" from the viewpoint of the cones themselves, which is crucial when studying adaptation properties (see the Methods section for further details). Our investigation is a companion to a previous study on rods largely using the same techniques and preparations (Donner et al., 1995) , and it has corresponding objectives: (i) to measure quantitatively the functional parameters of cone background adaptation in conditions presumed to reveal in vivo behaviour as closely as possible; (ii) to characterize the relation between cone phototransduction and the cone-driven output response of the retina. A further objective here is (iii) to compare sensitivity and time scale changes in the cone and the rod systems.
We find that in contrast to a common idealization Normann & Anderton, 1983; Matthews et al., 1990; Schnapf, Nunn, Meister, & Baylor, 1990; Burkhardt, 1994) cone flash sensitivity (SF = peak response amplitude per photoisomerisation, which we shall also refer to as "the size of the quantal response") does not change according to the Weber relation (SFocI~ 1) until at very high background intensities, where the decrease in quantum catch due to pigment depletion becomes the all-dominant sensitivitylimiting mechanism (Burkhardt, 1994) . Under low to moderate backgrounds, log SF as a function of log IB (the "threshold-vs-intensity" or TVI function) had a mean slope of 0.64 (SF oc I~°64) . This type of adaptation was accompanied by acceleration of the quantal response, where the decrease in time-to-peak is well-described by the power function tp e~ IB 016. In an intermediate range, preceding the high Weber range produced by pigment depletion, the TVI function rose with a slope significantly larger than 1.
The initially shallow desensitization coupled to time scale changes is quite similar to that of rods (in a 2 log units lower range of IB), but there is a remarkable difference in the relation of response kinetics at the photoreceptor and the ganglion cell. While the (slow) rod responses showed a good agreement between the two levels (Donner et al., 1995) , the leading edge of the (much faster) cone signal as extracted from ganglion cell latencies appears slowed-down by nearly two-fold compared with the primary cone response. The effect can be modelled by (illumination-dependent) low-pass filtering intervening between the cone photocurrent and the ganglion cell spike generator (cf. Baylor & Fettiplace, 1977) .
The frog does have at least dichromatic colour vision, based on small populations of blue-sensitive receptors (cones and rods with peak sensitivities 431-433 nm) connected to ganglion cells in the manner of antagonistic receptive-field surrounds (B~ickstrtm & Reuter, 1975; Yang, Hassin, & Witkowsky, 1983; Donner & Grtnholm, 1984; Koskelainen et al., 1994; Witkowsky, Gabriel, Krizaj, & Akopian, 1995) . Ganglion cell responses presumably driven by 433 nm rods are revealed in some of the present experiments. As a side result, we confirm that the very long latencies of these can be ascribed almost wholly to a long retinal transport delay, whereas the rise kinetics of the response of 433 nm rods appears not to be very different from that of rhodopsin rods (Matthews, 1984) .
METHODS

Animals and preparations
All experiments were done on the common frog, Rana temporaria, caught in the autumn in NW Russia (Leningrad Region). The animals were kept in neardarkness in basins at approx. 4°C without feeding, resembling normal hibernating conditions. On the evening before an experiment a frog was transferred to a water-cooled bucket in a dark room, where it was allowed to warm gradually overnight to about 15°C. It was quickly decapitated, double-pithed, and enucleated in dim red light. The eye was cut open along the equator. For ERG recording, the retina was isolated in cooled Ringer. For ganglion cell recording, most of the vitreous was cautiously removed from the eyecup by suction with filter paper, leaving only an approx. 0.2mm layer covering the retina.
The experiments were done at temperatures of 10-12°C (ganglion cells) and 14°C (ERG). These are natural temperatures for active R. temporaria in Northern Europe; typical for the daytime in spring and autumn, as well as for nights and bright mornings through most of the summer. Frogs actively use vision to catch prey throughout the white summer nights. It may further be observed that the parameters considered in the present paper show no major seasonal changes, as judged by a few control experiments on frogs caught in spring or in late summer and kept active at room temperature (Koskelainen et al., in preparation) .
Both the ERG and the ganglion cell recordings are "non-invasive" in two important respects. First, the cones remain normally attached to the intact retina. In the eyecup, the surrounding tissue is virtually undisturbed, and even in the isolated retina, cones remain wholly enclosed by rods with outer segments both longer (thus forming the upper surface of the retina exposed to superfusion) and thicker (thus taking up most of the volume in the outer-segment layer). Admittedly, the composition of the "subretinal space" is altered by removal of the pigment epithelium and superfusion. Second, recording is extracellular and does not involve suction or penetration of cones or any other retinal cells. Responses typically remain stable for many hours, the signal/noise ratio is high, and sensitivity changes due to cell decay or response compression are minimized.
All this needs to be emphasized, because the last two decades of electrophysiological studies have made it evident how susceptible to modification by experimental procedures are the mechanisms mediating adaptational changes of photoreceptor sensitivity and time scale. Single rod cells drawn into recording pipettes have a significantly decreased capacity for adaptation compared with cells in the intact retina (Donner, Copenhagen, & Reuter, 1990) . For some time, this even supported the notion that mammalian rods lacked light adaptation (Baylor, Nunn, & Schnapf, 1984) , and a similar problem is evident for single monkey cones recorded by the suction-pipette technique [see Schnapf et al. (1990) vs Boynton & Whitten (1970) and Valeton & van Norren (1983) ]. In the pursuit of precise quantitative measures of photoreceptor adaptation in vivo, e.g. for comparison with behavioural and psychophysical data, the physiological state of the preparation is at least as important as the "directness" of the recording technique. Although both the techniques we use record signals one or several steps removed from the photocurrent or photovoltage response of single cones, the uncertainties of interpretation are completely uncorrelated between the two. Likewise, although our preparatory procedures, like any others, may in principle affect the properties of cones, the nature of conceivable artifacts are completely different in the two preparations. To the extent that results of the ERG and ganglion-cell experiments agree, they are likely to reveal a "natural" behaviour of cones.
Obtaining cone photoreceptor responses from the ERG
Recording of the ERG mass receptor potential. Preparation and recording were basically as described by Donner, Hemil~, and Koskelainen (1988) . The Difference responses R1-G1 (smallest), R2-G2 (middle) and (R2-G2) + (R1-GI) (largest). As the cone component in G1 (delivering 1.5 P* to cones) is negligible, R1--G1 can be considered as a pure cone response (to 190 P*). However, subtraction of G2 from R2 removes a substantial cone component, as evident from the dip in the difference response R2-G2. This is restored by adding the equally large cone component contained in R1, i.e., the difference response R1-G1. The resulting (largest) response is the restored cone response to 2.4.104 P*.
isolated retina was superfused on the receptor side by a Ringer solution containing (mM): NaC1 95, KC1 3, CaC12 0.9, MgC12 0.5, glucose 10, sodium aspartate 2 and buffer sodium bicarbonate 6+ sodium-HEPES 6 with pH adjusted to 7.5. Leibovitz culture medium L-15 (Sigma), 5%, was used in the Ringer to improve the viability of the retina. Photoresponses were DC-recorded as a transretinal voltage with Ag/AgC1 electrodes, digitized and stored on a computer. A sampling rate of 100 Hz was considered sufficient when only response amplitudes were measured, but 200 Hz sampling was used when higher resolution of response waveforms was required. The 2 mM aspartate applied to abolish light responses proximal to photoreceptors (most importantly the bwave) by blocking synaptic transmission to second-order cells inevitably affects a number of processes in the retina, e.g. saturating glutamate uptake mechanisms and removing horizontal-cell feedback on cones. The latter effect is unimportant, as the ERG cone response reflects a signal prior to synaptic feedback, being the extracellular 22 K. DONNER et aL ohmic voltage generated by cone photocurrent. Other effects of aspartate, e.g. on steady-state acid and other fluxes from the inner retina just constitute one aspect of the general question of the "appropriate" pH buffering and composition of the superfusing Ringer. We have no reason to think that aspartate as such would significantly alter the cone photocurrent response.
The optical system had two channels where the wavelengths and intensifies of the light were independently controlled with interference filters (Schott DIL), neutral density filters (Balzers) and wedges. A 50 W halogen lamp driven by a stabilised current source provided the light for both channels. Stimuli were delivered as homogeneous full-field flashes (usually 20 msec) or steps of light by a computer-controlled Compur shutter. All light entered the retina perpendicularly from the photoreceptor (upper) side.
Isolation of cone responses. ERG photoresponses from the aspartate-treated retina include contributions from all photoreceptor types and from MUller cells (responding to extracellular potassium changes). To obtain cone response waveforms, the massive signal from rods must be eliminated, which was achieved as follows (see Fig. 1 ). In each state of adaptation, responses were recorded with two different interference filters, 2 = 642 nm (denoted R for "red") and 2 = 518.5 nm (denoted G for "green"). At the beginning of each experiment, we determined the R and G intensities (neutral densities) that elicited identical rod components in photoresponses of moderate size (approx. 25% of Umax) in the dark-adapted state ("rodequivalence"). The reason for not relying simply on the rhodopsin absorption spectrum was that the R/G equivalence varied somewhat (within about 0.1 log unit) between retinas (cf. Bowmaker, Loew, & Liebman, 1975) . Cone responses were obtained as the difference between responses to rod-equivalent R and G stimuli. This eliminates the rod contribution, but also subtracts a cone G-response from the cone R-response. Since R at rod-equivalence is about 2 log units stronger than G, while cones are about equally sensitive to R and G, the cone G-response is negligible as long as the stimulus intensity level is not too high, i.e., R is set to give a cone response that is half-maximal or smaller. In order to obtain cone responses larger than half-maximal, however, a difference response taken at a 2 log unit lower stimulus level was added to correct for the error due to subtraction of the cone G signal.
The frog retina also contains small proportions of bluesensitive cones (431nm) and rods (433nm) (see Introduction). Their contributions to responses recorded in the dark-adapted state are negligible, as their sensitivities even to the G filter (518.5 nm) are almost 2 log units below peak, but when adapting backgrounds were used, it was essential that they should be suppressed at least as effectively as the rhodopsin rods. Therefore, backgrounds were blue (435 nm), or when we needed maximal intensity, white. The photoisomerisation rates produced by white backgrounds were calibrated for cones simply by determining cone-equivalent R and white flash intensities. A possible contribution from "rhodopsinlike" cones (Liebman & Entine, 1968) was neglected, as we have previously been unable to discern an ERG signal from these (Koskelainen et al., 1994) .
The waveform of ERG responses from frog rods remains almost constant up to about 20% of Umax. In cones, however, strict linearity of waveform held only for much smaller responses (a few % of Umax), whereby extensive averaging was often required to obtain acceptable signal/noise ratios. Typically, the interstimulus interval for acquisition of small cone responses was 30-60 sec in the dark-adapted state and 15 or 10 sec in the presence of background light, chosen so that the rod component had recovered completely before the next stimulus.
Ganglion cell recordings
Action potentials were extracellularly recorded with glass micropipettes filled with 3 mM NaC1, advanced close to somata or axons of single ganglion cells in the eyecup. The eyecup was kept in a moist chamber at 10-12°C, whereby it functions well for more than 12 hr without oxygenation or perfusion. In a two-channel optical system, interference filters (Schott DIL), neutral density filters (Balzers) and wedges were independently inserted to provide background and stimulus lights of desired wavelengths and intensities. Stimuli were circular spots of light (produced by masks in the beam) sharply focused on the retina. For our purpose of studying "direct" transmission of cone signals by the receptorbipolar-ganglion cell pathway, it was crucial to avoid interference on thresholds and latencies from the antagonistic receptive-field surround. Therefore, stimulus spots were always small enough to be contained within the receptive-field center. Stimuli were delivered as rectangular pulses of light, either as brief "flashes" (17 msec, i.e., shorter than the integration time in all states of adaptation) or as "steps" (4 or 5 sec, i.e., longer than the longest integration times), by a Compur electronic shutter. The interstimulus interval was 30, 45 or 60 sec depending on the state of adaptation and the intensity of the stimulus. All results refer to ON-type responses of class 1-3 cells, which are driven by the leading edge of the receptor hyperpolarisation (Aho, Donner, Hydfn, Reuter, & Orlov, 1987; Donner, 1989; Donner et al., 1995) .
Calibration of photoisomerisation rates in frog photoreceptors
Light calibration. The absolute light intensities in both recording systems were measured separately for the stimulus and background channels with an Airam UVM-8 radiometer. The radiometer had been carefully calibrated at 502 nm against bleaching rates in rhodopsin solutions, and across the whole visible spectrum against a vacuum thermoelement (Spindler & Hoyer). For details of calibration, see Copenhagen, Donner, & Reuter (1987) and Koskelainen et al. (1994) .
Isomerisationfraction in rods. As one of our aims is to compare cone and rod response properties when differences in quantum catch have been factored out, we need to estimate the fraction of incident light that produces isomerisations in rods as well as cones. Rod absorption can be anchored in direct spectrophotometrical measurement of the absorbance of freshly isolated retinas, with perpendicular light incidence (implying axial incidence in photoreceptors). We assume (see Donner et al., 1995) : (1) 66 (13artnall, 1972) . It is then found that the fraction 0.36 of 2max-photons incident on the retina produce isomerisations in rhodopsin rods. (The estimate is quite insensitive to wavelength shifts of 1 or 2 nm around 2,,~x, so it does not matter that 2,~x of frog rhodopsin has been variably taken as 502 or 501 nm in different studies).
Cone density and dimensions. The spatial density of "red" cone outer segments (single cones plus principal members of double cones, 10% of all) in the central retina of R. temporaria is reported by Saxtn (1954) to be equal to that of the rhodopsin rods. We confirmed this by counting somata in the outer nuclear layer of sections from the central retina~, obtaining a rod/cone ratio of 0.98-4-0.09 (six stainings kindly provided by Dr Ernst Mecke). Thus, we take the cone density as 15 700 mm -2. Two other important values may also be regarded as equal for cones and rod,;: (1) the concentration of visual pigment in the outer segment, corresponding to a specific axial absorbance of 0.016 #m -1 at the respective 2ma~ (at 562 nm for cones); (2) the quantum efficiency for isomerisation, 0.66 (Dartnall, 1972) .
Cone outer segments of R. temporaria in fixed lightmicroscopical sections look roughly conical, with approx. 2 #m diameter at the base and approx. 10 #m apparent length (Saxtn, 1954) . For fresh outer segments in the closely related species R. pipiens, Liebman & Entine (1968) report a base diameter of 2-3 #m and a maximal length of 15 #m for the largest ones. Assuming some shrinkage in the fixed material, we take the the mean outer segment length as 12 #m and the mean base diameter as 2.5 #m.
lsomerisation fractions in cones. The fractions of incident photons that cause isomerisations in cones are different in the experiments on isolated retina and those on the eyecup, as the light enters from opposite directions. Thus, the direction-dependent fight-collecting properties of cone inner segments, originally revealed in psychophysical experiments by Stiles & Crawford (1933) , are important in the eyecup but not in the isolated retina illuminated from the receptor side. In the latter case, isomerisation rates in cones may be calculated simply by integrating over the total volume of (axially illuminated) cone outer segments, with dimensions, spatial density, specific absorbance and quantum efficiency as given above. By such a calculation, the fraction 0.0067 of incident 2ma~-photons produce isomerisations (54-times less than in rods). For our recording configuration, the estimate must be augmented by a factor of 1.5 to include 50% diffuse back-reflection from the tissue paper on which the the retina was resting. This was measured in a reflection spectrophotometer (LOMO, USSR) from a moistened piece of the same batch of paper, mounted on a background similar to that in the recording chamber. We then arrive at an effective isomerisation fraction of 0.010 at 2max in our recording chamber.
In the eyecup, the light entered the cones near-axially from the vitreal side. We make the simplified assumption that all light incident on a retinal area corresponding to the base of the cone outer segment is optically guided to traverse the whole length of the outer segment. This may underestimate the effective aperture, which also depends on the cross-sectional areas and refraction indices of the ellipsoid and oil droplet (see e.g. Govardovskii, Golovanevskii, Zueva, & Vasilieva, 1981) . On the other hand, the light path through the outer segment may be overestimated, as part of the light will fall outside the outer segment where it tapers to very small diameters. In view of the variability of histological data on the lightcollecting structures, however, we prefer to estimate the order of magnitude of the effect by the simplest possible assumptions, arriving at an isomerisation fraction of 0.018. Given that our estimate for the isolated retina illuminated from the receptor side was 0.0067 (without back-reflection), this suggests that the light-funnelling properties provide a 2.7-fold (0.43 log unit) improvement of cone quantum catch. This is in good agreement with the Stiles-Crawford effect measured by Donner & Rushton (1959) in the photopically adapted frog retina. They found a difference of 0.4 log units (factor 2.5) between ganglion cell thresholds measured with optimal vs strongly oblique light incidence.
433 nm rods. The 433 nm ("green") rods occur at approx. 10% of the density of rhodopsin rods (Krause, 1892; Denton & Wyllie, 1955 ) and both the cross-section area and the length of their outer segments are about three-quarters of those of rhodopsin rods. This suggests that their total light absorption is 6-7% of that in rhodopsin rods (compared via the respective 2m~x). A similar estimate is reached by observing that the bluesensitive pigment constitutes approx. 5.5% of pigment total in the R. pipiens retina, which corresponds to 6% of the amount of rhodopsin (Liebman & Entine, 1968) . Thus, we estimate that the fraction 0.02-0.03 of incident 433 nm quanta produce isomerisations in "green" rods.
Extraction of cone response characteristics from ganglion cell spike discharges
Sensitivity. Ganglion cell sensitivity was taken as the reciprocal of the spike threshold, determined as the 24 K. DONNER et aL stimulus intensity to which the cell responded with one or several spikes on half of the trials. Frog ganglion cells usually have very low rates of maintained discharge, approx. 1 spike per minute or less (see e.g. Table 1 in Aho et al., 1987) , so the occurrence of spikes unrelated to the stimulus within our pre-defined response window (from 0.5 to 2.5 sec after a brief flash, and for a 4 or 5 sec step from 0.5 sec after ON until OFF) is a rare event. Thus, the cells behave much like human subjects in a light detection task, answering "seen" by firing one or several spikes, or "not seen" by remaining silent. The low rate of spontaneous spiking is a regular property of the most commonly encountered types of ganglion cells irrespective of temperature and season, not only in the frog (Aho et al., 1987; Aho, Donner, & Reuter, 1993a) but also e.g. in the toads Bufo bufo and B. marinus (Aho, Donner, Helenius, Olesen Larsen, & Reuter, 1993b; Copenhagen et al., 1987; Donner et al., 1990) .
Stimulus intensity was repeatedly increased or decreased in 0.1 or 0.2 log unit steps until the 50% response level was known within an accuracy of 0.1 log units (cf. Donner, 1987) . The determination of one threshold value typically required 10-20 trials. Especially in the first phase of dark-adaptation after bleaches, however, a compromise had to be struck between statistical accuracy and the need to find the threshold quickly.
Time scale. The very low maintained discharge of frog ganglion cells also makes it possible to determine response latency in a simple yet reliable manner, by measuring the time from stimulus onset to the first spike. Recording over wider ranges of stimulus intensity allows latency to be decomposed into physiologically more fundamental entities (Donner, 1989; Donner et al., 1995) . Briefly, latency is construed as the time it takes for the rising photoreceptor response, linearly summed over the receptive field, to reach a small criterion amplitude, plus a delay for retinal transmission up to the ganglion cell's spike generator (an intensity-dependent component associated with transduction plus an irreducible asymptote associated with transmission). For full descriptions of the rationale and the procedure for extracting the time scale and the retinal transmission time of the photoreceptor signal by fitting "L-functions" to latency data, the reader is referred to Donner (1989) and Donner et al. (1995) . Suffice it here to say that the L-functions we use are based on the rise kinetics of photoreceptor responses modelled as the output of an n-stage chain of low-pass filters [we use the "independent activation" version of Baylor, Hodgkin, & Lamb (1974) ] and have four parameters: (1) threshold intensity (obtained from the measured ganglion cell response threshold), (2) the "shape" parameter n (number of stages in the filter chain) for the photoreceptor response (which for cone-driven discharges is here always taken to be 6); (3) the time constant z, which for a constant response waveform can be directly translated into the time-to-peak (tp) of the photoreceptor's quantal response; (4) the delay for retinal transmission, d. Here we use the L-function analysis to obtain tp and d for the quantal excitation received by the ganglion cell from cones and from 433 nm rods under different backgrounds.
Summary of the response measures used
Time scale. Our measure of cone response time scale is the time to peak (tp) of the quantal response (response to a single isomerisation). Determination of tp is based on certain assumptions both in the ERG and the ganglion cell experiments.
In the ERG, a strictly linear range is observed for the lowest stimulus intensities: the waveform of responses to brief flashes is then invariant, only the amplitude being scaled in proportion to the number of photons absorbed. By extrapolation, it is assumed that the response waveform remains constant when intensity is further decreased all the way down to a single photon. Thus, tp can be read as the time from the midpoint of brief, linear-range flashes to the peak of the ERG response.
In the ganglion-cell experiments, tp is derived from the data according to the model referred to above (Donner, 1989; Donner et al., 1995) . It expresses the time scale of the quantal excitation received by the ganglion cell as the result of one isomerisation in a cone. Its relation to the primary latency data may be explained as follows: the latency of the spike response at any stimulus intensity represents the moment when a signal arising by linear superposition of the appropriate number of quantal excitations reaches a fixed threshold value, plus a constant retinal transmission delay. A large body of experimental evidence is consistent with this idea (Donner, 1989; Aho et al., 1993b) , and tp is determined from the data as the time to peak for which the quantal excitation of specified multi-stage filtered waveform best predicts the complete set of intensity-latency data. It might be worth pointing out that there is no concrete feature of the ganglion cell spike discharge at any single stimulus intensity from which tp can be directly "seen".
Sensitivity. Our measure of cone sensitivity, SF (often called "flash" sensitivity), gives the amplitude of the quantal response. In the ERG, SF is the peak amplitude of responses in the strictly linear range divided by the number of photoisomerisations produced by the flash [#V/P*]. In practice, SF was determined by extrapolation of the intensity-response function down to one photoisomerisation. For ganglion cells, sensitivity was measured as the reciprocal of the threshold flash intensity, (It) -1. If changes in (It) -1 exactly parallel changes in SF, this suggests that the steady adapting light has affected only the size of the cone's quantal response, not the gain of retinal transmission, nor the ganglion cell's threshold criterion. Again note, however, that the size of the graded cone-driven excitation underlying the spike responses cannot be directly "seen" from the data.
Relative sensitivity. Absolute amplitudes of ERG responses [#V] are of limited general interest, as they depend on the recording configuration. A sensitivity measure independent of technique is obtained by expressing the quantal response amplitude instead as a fraction or percentage of the saturating amplitude U,no~. FIGURE 2. Cone ERG response families recorded in darkness (a) and under backgrounds delivering 27 P*sec -1 (b), 270 P*sec -1 (c), 2.7.103 P*sec -1 (d), 2.7.104 P*sec -1 (e) and 2.7.105 P*sec -1 (f). Flash intensities in each family are increasing at 0.7 log unit intervals, starting from a lowest intensity of 7.5 P* in (a), 15 P* in (b), 24 P* in (c), 59 P* in (d), 470 P* in (e) and 1500 P* in (f). Figure 2 shows response families in darkness and under backgrounds ranging from 27 to 2.7 x 105 P*sec -1. The major difference is that, in our recordings, the "anomalous" increase in time to peak with increasing flash intensity described by Perry and McNaughton becomes apparent only under somewhat stronger backgrounds (IB > 103 P*sec-1). This suggests that in frog cones at 14°C the phototransduction reactions are speed-limiting in dim light, and only in brighter light does cell capacitance becomes so (cf. .
The most important changes associated with background adaptation can be seen qualitatively in Fig. 2 . Log background intensity (P* s ~) Firstly, the entire response families become faster. Secondly, flash sensitivity SF drops, as evident from the fact that successively stronger flashes are required to elicit the smallest discernible responses in each panel, while Umax changes only modestly. Thirdly, response waveform changes somewhat under higher backgrounds, becoming slightly biphasic from Is > 103 P*sec -1. The same is seen in light-adapted voltage responses of turtle cones . Dark-adapted time scale and sensitivity. Responses to dim flashes in the linear range had mean tp=0.38+0.07 sec in the dark-adapted state (eight retinas, 14°C). The dependence of response amplitude on flash intensity was well-fitted by the Michaelis relation (cf. Koskelainen et al., 1993) , except in some dark-adapted retinas at the highest stimulus intensities. There, waveforms could be distorted by a substantial component from 433 nm rods, which was not eliminated by our subtraction procedures (see Methods). The mean quantal response in darkness obtained by extrapolation from the intensity-response functions was 0.5% of Uma~ (range 0.2-1.3% in eight retinas). This is larger than previously found in cones of any species (see Discussion).
Changes in time scale under background light. Figure  3 displays changes of time scale and sensitivity in one retina. Figure 3(A) shows log tp as function of log IB for linear-range responses under each background. In a certain range (here approximately from 10 to 104 P*sec -1) the relationship is rather linear, which was true in all eight retinas studied (cf. Figure 9 below). The mean of the linear regression coefficients relating log tp to log IB was --0.16 ± 0.01 (SEM). A straight line in a log-log presentation implies that the variables are related by a power function, thus, tp oc IB °'16. This relation is very similar to the acceleration previously observed in ERG responses of frog rods (tp cx I~ °iv, Donner et al., 1995) . When IB was increased beyond 104 P*sec -1, the decrease of cone tp began to level out and was in many cases finally even reversed (Fig. 9) . Again, this agrees with the behaviour of voltage responses of turtle cones .
Changes in sensitivity under background light. Figure  3 (B) shows log SF as function of log IB in the same retina. Such "threshold-vs-background-intensity" (TVI) functions have conventionally been fitted with expressions of the form
where S D is flash sensitivity in darkness and Io is a "dark light" constant. When fitting is constrained to use a single set of parameters to describe data over wide ranges of background intensity, it is usually found that the most appropriate exponent value is a= 1 (e.g. Fain, 1976; Matthews et al., 1990; Burkhardt, 1994 ). Equation (1) then expresses "Weber adaptation". This function has been plotted as a dashed curve in Fig. 3(B) . We feel, however, that fitting photoreceptor TVI data with a single function has outlived its usefulness. In cones, as in rods (Donner et al., 1995) , different adaptation mechanisms with different functional results dominate in different luminance ranges (cf. Koutalas & Yau, 1996; Detwiler & GrayKeller, 1996 ). An important distinguishing mark is the differing relation between time scale and sensitivity [evident from a comparison of Fig. 3 (A) and (B)]. A purely descriptive reason for breaking up the TVI function into at least two limbs is that any single curve of the form given by Eq.
(1) will be a poor fit either at the low-or the high-intensity end, or both. This is evident already in Baylor's & Hodgkin's data from turtle cones (their Fig. 7 ). In Fig. 3(B) , the data points over nearly 3 log units of low to moderate backgrounds are well-described by a straight line of slope 0.68. This cannot possibly be interpreted as the transition zone of a Weber function smoothly rising from slope zero to a final slope of 1 (dashed line). Moreover, the data points for brighter backgrounds approximately follow a straight line of slope 1.3, significantly steeper than the Weber relation. We therefore chose to fit the log-log data in all experiments with two straight segments: one over the range where adaptation is associated with response Log background intensity (P*s -1) acceleration (up to IB ~ :3"104 P*sec -1) and another over the range where it is not (from Ia ~ 105 P*sec-1). The mean of the TVI slopes obtained in the lower range was b = 0.64 4-0.03 (SEM, eight retinas). The median background intensity where they crossed the horizontal SF °-level [an intensity here denoted I0 rather than ID, as it was determined graphically and not e.g. by fitting Eq. (1)] was I0 = 140 P*sec -1 (range 60-1100 P*sec -1 in eight retinas).
For the upper background range, where desensitisation was not coupled to time scale changes, the mean slope was b= 1.24 4-0.04 (SEM). Thus, the concatenated mechanisms determining cone sensitivity consistently produce TVI slopes that are steeper than 1 within a certain range (most clearly between 105 and 106 P*sec-1). Of the rise over this range, decreasing Umax (Fig. 4) would account for approx. 0.2 log units, while the rest is due to changes in gain and quantum catch (see Discussion).* Of ,course, photoreceptors such as cones, which manage to preserve a substantial operating range up to sufficiently high illumination levels will ultimately enter a Weber domain: once most of the visual pigment is in the bleached state, quantum catch will automatically decrease proportionally to mean luminance. This factor is expected to become dominant from the two highest backgrounds used in Fig. 3 upwards (see Burkhardt, 1994) , but the limitation of our light source prevented us from exploring this Ia-range further.
The saturating response amplitude. Figure 4 shows how Umax changed with mean illumination. The relation is very similar to that found by Burkhardt (1994) in voltage recordings from turtle cones, with approx. 70% of the operating range remaining at 10 6 P*sec -1, the highest background where our light source still enabled us to elicit saturated responses. By comparison with Burk-*We choose to use the same lormal units for light intensity [P*sec 1] even in the pigment-bleaching range, although the calibration of photoisomerisation rates of course becomes increasingly inaccurate and finally misleading as larger proportions of the pigment are lost. The error probably becomes significant around 106 P*sec -1 (see Discussion).
hardt's data, we would expect U,~x to settle permanently at 50% from approx. 107 P*sec -1. A notable feature, however, is how little Umax is affected by moderate backgrounds, being depressed by only approx. 10% when 18 > 103 P*sec -1. The loss of Umax under dimmer backgrounds is in fact somewhat smaller than would be expected on the assumption of integration of the quantal responses from the background plus Michaelis saturation. Applying the analysis of Hemil~i (1987), the "full" operating range available (positive + negative responses) appears to have increased by 13% at IB~103-104 P*sec -1 compared with the dark-adapted state.
Cone-and rod-driven ganglion cell response thresholds
Signals from rods and cones converge on the same ganglion cells in the frog retina (B~ickstr6m & Reuter, 1975) . Still, ganglion-cell spike responses driven by either receptor type can be isolated by selective stimulation with rod-or cone-favouring wavelengths (blue-green or red). Cone-driven responses are best Log background intensity (quanta mm -2 s 1) FIGURE 5. TVI functions of one ganglion cell recorded with rodfavouring (495 nm, filled circles) and cone-favouring (615 nm, open circles) stimuli against a primarily rod-depressing (513 nm), full-field background. Stimuli were presented as a 17msec, 0.11 mm dia (0.0095 mm 2) spot on the middle of the receptive field. Abscissa: quantal flux (513nm) incident on the retina from the steady background. Ordinate: mean numbers of incident quanta (615 or 495 nm) delivered by the flash at the response threshold. The data have been fitted by eye with three straight line segments each for the two receptor types. For the presumed cone-driven thresholds (open circles at log IB > 7) the segments have slopes 0 (the "dark-adapted cone plateau"), 0.69 and 1.1. The three segments describing presumed roddriven thresholds (solid circles at log IB < 9) have been constrained to have slopes 0, 0.5 and 1.0. The numbers and rates of isomerisations are of course different in rods and in cones for each of the three wavelengths and can be calculated from the isomerisation fractions at the respective 2max (0.36 and 0.018), corrected for the relative spectral sensitivities to the three wavelengths: log sensitivities relative to peak in rods and cones are -0.04 and -0.26 for 513 nm, -1.80 and -0.37 for 615 nm, -0.07 and -0.43 for 495 nm (see Koskelainen et al,, 1994) . For example, the highest background intensity where thresholds were recorded would correspond to approx. 5-105 P*sec -1 for cones and 1.8.107 P*sec -1 for rods (whereby rods are completely saturated).
The background I0 where the sloping TVI line crosses the "darkadapted" cone plateau is approx. 60 P*sec -1 for cones. studied in situations where the inherently more sensitive rod system is relatively depressed. This can be achieved 11 either by selective background adaptation (Fig. 5) or by taking advantage of the slow recovery of rod sensitivity '~ e~ after pigment-bleaching exposures (Fig. 6) . ~ 10 Figure 5 shows increment threshold data of one ganglion cell against a green (513 nm) background light ~ 9 that affects rods much more than cones. Rod-favouring "blue-green" (495 nm, solid circles) and cone-favouring "red" (615 nm, open circles) stimuli were presented as a ~ a briefly flashed small spot on the middle of the receptive ~o field. At the lowest adaptation levels, the difference in log thresholds for the two wavelengths closely corresponds to ~ 7 rod spectral sensitivity (which predicts 1.73 log unit sensitivity difference between 495 and 615 nm thresh-.~ olds). Around log background 7, however, the 615 nm o"
curve levels off to a plateau where threshold remains _~ constant over approx. 1 log unit of background intensity. It then begins to rise again, but the thresholds to the two o 0.z wavelengths continue to converge until they finally express pure cone sensitivity (with 615 and 495nm approx, equally effective).
Dark-adapted sensitivities. The sensitivity difference of the dark-adapted cone and rod systems was measured as the log difference between the 615 nm (cone) plateau 8 and the 495 nm (rod) threshold recorded under a background delivering 0.1 P*sec -1 to rods. The reason for not using the fully dark-adapted 495 nm threshold is that sensitivities should be compared in conditions where the gain of transmission lines presumably common to rods and cones is in the same state.* When normalised to the respective /~max of the two ® ~ 0.4 receptor types, the log threshold difference was 2.52 + 0,07 log units (mean ± SEM from six cells).
~ 02 According to our estimates for the fractions of incident 2max-quanta that produce isomerisations in rods and cones (see Methods), this is equivalent to a 1.22 log unit 0.2 difference in numbers of isomerisations per photoreceptor. If one assumes that the threshold excitation at the ganglion cell is of the same amplitude regardless of whether the signal has originated in rods or cones, the apparent rodsystem/conesystem gain ratio is 10122 ~ 17. This is to be compared with the estimated rod/cone gain ratio of 6-10 (see Discussion).
Background adaptation of the cone-driven threshold.
With higher background intensities, thresholds for 615 nm stimuli began a second rise after the "darkadapted cone" plateau. Again, the data in a log-log plot were well-fitted by a straight line. The mean slope coefficient over an Is-range from about 102 to *Even "dark-adapted" cone thresholds are necessarily recorded in the presence of a background light, which (by stimulating rods) reduces the "proximal" retinal gain (Donner et al., 1990) . Therefore, the rod-driven thresholds used for comparison were those seen under a background that would set the proximal gain to the state it would have during recording of the 615 nm cone plateau. The slight desensitisation of the rod photoreceptors produced even by such a weak background was corrected for according to the average background adaptation function of frog rods (Hemil/i, 1977; Donner et al., 1995) . FIGURE 6. Response thresholds (A) and latencies (B-D) of one ganglion cell during dark adaptation after a 15 sec exposure to a yellowgreen full-field light bleaching both rods and cones (558 nm, 2-1012 quanta mm -2 sec -1 incident on the retina). Open symbols refer to data obtained with 615 nm stimulation, filled symbols to 495 nm data. The stimulus was a 17 msec flash of 0.3 mm dia (0.07 mm 2) on the middle of the receptive field. Despite this, stimulus intensities are here given as quanta mm -2 sec-1 incident on the retina to facilitate comparison with the step intensities in Fig. 7 . To translate into numbers of quanta delivered by the flash, multiply by 1.2.10 -3 (i.e., subtract 2.92 from the log intensities). The abscissa common to all panels gives time from the onset of the bleaching exposure. (A) Response thresholds. Ordinate: log threshold intensity (quanta 13311"1-2 sec -1 incident on the retina from the flash at threshold). (B-D) Response latencies to three supra-threshold stimulus intensities: 2.5 x 10 ]l , 2.5 x 10 l° and 2.5 x 109 incident quanta mm -2 sec -1 (log I = 11.4, 10.4 and 9.4, respectively). Quantal fluxes were practically equal for the 615 nm and the 495 nm fight.
5.104 P*sec -1 was b = 0.65 + 0.03 (SD), nearly identical to the slope 0.64 found for cone ERG amplitudes over a similar In-range. The median value of the background intensities where the sloping TVI line crossed the darkadapted cone plateau level was I0 = 50 P*sec -1 (range 30-70 P*sec -1). The small difference compared with the median value for cone ERG responses (I0 = 140 P*sec -1) is probably an effect of the temperature difference (11 vs 14°C, see Discussion). At higher backgrounds, the TVI function steepened, but here again we were limited by our light source. The general conclusion is that, within the IBrange we could study, changes of the cone-driven ganglion cell threshold closely correlated with changes in the quantal response amplitude of the cone photoreceptors.
Latencies of cone-and rod-driven ganglion cell responses to supra-threshold stimuli
Isolation of cone-and rod-driven supra-threshold responses in the dark-adapted state. At any fixed, early time after a flash, the amplitude of the rising excitatory signal that determines the initial parts of the ganglion cell response is a linear function of the number of flashinduced isomerisations in the receptive field (Donner, 1989) . Thus, the action spectrum for producing a response of criterion latency will reproduce the spectral sensitivity of the receptor that drives the response (Chapman, 1961) , and response latencies determined by different receptor types can be spectrally distinguished. Studying the dark-adapted cone system is difficult, though, because rods with their higher absolute sensitivity will normally dominate response latencies even to long-wavelength stimuli. The experiments in Figs 6 and 7 together show how it is still possible to identify latencies determined by fully dark-adapted cones.
In Fig. 6 , ganglion cell thresholds and latencies to red (615 nm, open symbols) and blue-green (495 nm, solid symbols) stimuli, presented as a briefly flashed small spot on the middle of the receptive field, have been monitored throughout the course of dark-adaptation after a 15 sec exposure of intense yellow-green light (2-1012 quanta (558)mm -2 sec -1 incident on the retina, bleaching substantial amounts of pigment in both rods and cones). Thresholds [ Fig. 6(A) ] trace classical dark-adaptation curves exhibiting a fast cone branch and a slow rod branch. The "cone plateau" in the 615 nm thresholds is very prolonged, indicating that for half an hour (from 10 to 40 min after bleach) no sensitivity adaptation is going on in the cone system. A late second branch indicates that rods finally become more sensitive than cones even to 615 nm light.
The three curve pairs in Fig. 6(B-D) show how the latencies of responses to 615 and 495 nm stimuli of three fixed high intensities changed during dark adaptation. The log stimulus intensities are 11.4, 10.4 and 9.4 in Fig.  6 (B, C and D), respectively, corresponding to 2.5.1011, 2.5.101° and 2.56.109 incident quanta mm-2sec -1. (Although stimuli were brief flashes, we here prefer to use units of quanta nun -2 sec -1 in order to facilitate comparison with the "step" intensities in Fig. 7 . The conversion to quanta mrn -2 or to total numbers of quanta is achieved by observ.ing that stimulus duration was 17 msec and stimulus area 0.07 mm2). As sensitivity recovers, any fixed stimulus intensity of course becomes more and more strongly supra-threshold, and the latency of responses to that intensity will in general decrease for as long as sensitivity adaptation continues in the relevant receptor system. The 615 and 495 nm latencies take quite different courses, as most clearly seen for the lowest stimulus intensity, log I = 9.4 [ Fig. 6(D) ]. The shortening of the 495 nm latencies nicely parallels the recovery of rod sensitivity. The 615 latencies, however, do not shorten at all from 10 min onwards, until a second phase starts around 40 min, coincident with the second branch of the threshold adaptation curve. In Fig. 6(C and B) , corresponding to 10 and 100-times higher stimulus intensities, 615 latencies show no trace of a late "rod" branch. (The latencies even increase slightly, consistent with the observation [Fig. 3(A-B) ] and Fig. 9 ) that time scale is affected by weak steady backgrounds where sensitivity changes very little.] The central conclusion from Fig. 6 is that, in the fully dark-adapted state, the latencies of ganglion cell responses to 615 nm light at intensities from approx.
1010 incident quanta mm-Z-sec -1 upwards are determined by cones, while latencies to lower intensities of 615 nm light, as well as all latencies to short-wavelength light, are determined by rods.
Apparent kinetics of the dark-adapted cone signal after retinal transmission. We use this insight to extract the e. interesting temporal parameters (apparent time-to-peak tp and retinal transport delay d) of the dark-adapted conedriven excitation reaching the ganglion cell after retinal transmission. This is achieved by fitting "L-functions" to fuller sets of stimulus intensity-response latency data (see Methods). The data points in Fig. 7 give dark-adapted ganglioncell latencies to green (513 nm, solid circles) and red (615 nm, open circles) small-spot stimuli delivered as 5-sec steps. In these experiments, step stimuli were used because they make available a considerable range of responses to low stimulus intensities that would be subthreshold if presented as brief flashes. [Note that switching between flash and step stimuli is unproblematic in this context, as we are concerned with response thresholds on one hand, very early (latency-determining) parts of responses to strong stimuli on the other hand. In both cases, the response to a step of light is obtained by linear superposition of quantal responses (Baylor & Hodgkin, 1973; Donner, 1989; Djupsund, Fyhrquist, Hariyama, & Donner, 1996) .] The data are plotted as functions of log stimulus intensity on a reciprocal ordinate (i.e., latency-i), so that differences in the high-intensity (short-latency) range are relatively expanded. The continuous curves are best-fitting Lfunctions for step stimuli. The 513 nm data are described by a single function with parameters tp = 1.4 sec and d = 140 msec, consistent with rod kinetics (Donner et al., 1995) . The curve has then been shifted to the right on the log intensity axis by 1.761og units, which is the difference in rod sensitivity to 513 and 615 nm. The shifted curve fits the 615 nm data well at lower intensities, supporting the idea that these latencies originate in rods. At high intensities, however, the data points deviate systematically from the curve. The discrepancy becomes conspicuous at log I~10, in agreement with our conclusion from Fig. 6 that this is where cones overtake rods. The high-intensity 615 nm data are fitted by another L-function with tp = 890 msec and d = 110 msec. The mean parameter values obtained when fitting this 615 nm high-intensity limb in four cells were tp = 860 4-35 msec and d = 120 + 6 msec. We presume that these represent signals originating in darkadapted cones.
The tp value is quite surprising, as it is 2.3-times larger than the mean value obtained above for dark-adapted ERG cone responses (tp = 380 msec). The average 3°C temperature difference between the ERG and ganglion cell experiments would explain only a 20% difference (Koskelainen et al., in preparation) . It may be useful to point out in advance that the discrepancy is not a peculiarity of the dark-adapted state, due, for example, to suppression of the cone signal by dark-adapted rods (Hood, 1972) , but persists under all backgrounds (Fig. 9) .
Light-adapted responses driven by cones and 433 nm rods.
Latencies of ganglion-cell ON-responses to red (615 nm) and blue (435 nm) small-spot stimuli delivered as 5-sec steps on a rod-suppressing (513 nm) background are plotted in Fig. 8 , following the same conventions as in Fig. 7 . The 615 nm "cone" data are well-described by a single L-function having tp=237msec and d = 100 msec. The curve has then been shifted to the fight on the log intensity axis according to the cone sensitivity difference between 615 and 435 nm (0.55 log units). The shifted curve provides a reasonable fit to the high-intensity limb of the 435 data, confirming that these latencies originate in cones.
There is, however, a low-intensity limb of long latencies which is not at all fitted by the cone curve. This coincides with a distinction based on an entirely different criterion: at the stimulus intensities where data are marked with circles, the OFF-response had a shorter latency than the ON-response (mean difference 86 msec). Where data are marked with triangles, the relation was reversed (mean difference 80 msec in the opposite direction). It is seen that the former comprise the responses that fit cone kinetics, the latter the ones that do not. The most likely explanation is that the latter are Log background intensity (P* s -1) Reuter, 1975; Yang et al., 1983; Donner & Grtnholm, 1984; Witkowsky et al., 1995) . The triangles fit an Lfunction with tp = 362 msec and d = 280 msec. The mean (+SD) parameter values derived from the slow bluesensitive responses in four cells studied under the same background intensity as in Fig. 8 were tp =570 4-120 msec and d = 320 4-60 msec. This tp is so large as to exclude the 431 nm cones (Koskelainen et al., 1994) .
On the other hand, if we assume that these responses originate in 433 nm rods, it means that the inferred time scale of their rising response differs rather little from that of rhodopsin rods (tp ~ 400 msec under similar backgrounds: the adapting light corresponds to less than 103 P*sec -1 in 433 nm rods). This is consistent with Matthews' (Matthews, 1984) finding in Bufo marinus that the time course of dim-flash photocurrent responses is similar in the two classes of rods. By contrast, the transmission delay d indicated by the blue-sensitive ganglion cell responses is far outside the range of values (100-150 msec) observed either for rhodopsin-rod or redcone signals in similar states of adaptation (Donner et al., 1995) .
Apparent tp of light-adapted cone responses after retinal transmission.
The background dependence of cone-signal kinetics at the ganglion cell was obtained as exemplified in Fig. 8 from 615 nm latency data recorded under backgrounds that depressed rods more strongly than cones. In Fig. 9 , the derived tp-Values are plotted (as squares) against rates of photoisomerisations from the background. Each point is the mean of values obtained from 3-8 cells. For comparison, the mean tp values of cones from the ERG experiments are plotted as circles in the same figure (in darkness and for the six background intensities where all eight retinas were studied). Straight lines constrained to have slope -0.16 (see above) have been positioned by eye to the two sets of data below 10 4 P*sec -1. Clearly, this slope fits the ganglion cell data, too. The points of intersection with the respective horizontal "dark" levels indicate dark lights of 3 P*sec (ganglion cells) and 6 P*sec -1 (ERG). Thus, both in cone ERG responses and cone-driven ganglion cell responses, the time scale is shortened by backgrounds that are too weak to significantly affect flash sensitivity. While the changes in time scale are very similar in the photoreceptors and at the ganglion cell, the entire function derived from ganglion cell discharges is displaced upwards by about 0.3 log units, however, implying that absolute values are systematically 2-fold larger. The discrepancy already observed for the dark-adapted state persists through all states of adaptation.
DISCUSSION
Dark-adapted sensitivity of cones and the cone system
The ERG intensity-response function of dark-adapted frog cones was of the Michaelis type with half-saturating intensity about 200 P*, implying that the absorption of a single quantum turns off 0.5% of the light-sensitive current (at 14°C). This is the highest sensitivity reported for cones in any vertebrate species. Some published estimates of the single-quantum response in other species are: 0.16% in red cones of turtle at 18-20°C (Baylor & Hodgkin, 1973) , 0.15% in red cones of larval tiger salamander at 18-22°C (Perry & McNaughton, 1991) , 0.05% in the same preparation at 22.5°C (Nakatani & Yau, 1989) , 0.1% in macaque cones at 37°C (Schnapf et al., 1990) , and 0.01% in squirrel cones at 37°C (Kraft, 1988) . We would like to draw attention to a general inverse relation between dark sensitivity on one hand, temperature and outer-segment volume on the other hand. It might be fruitful to view the variation in relation to varying intrinsic "dark lights" that increase with temperature and outer-segment volume (Baylor, Matthews, & Yau, 1980) .
The single-quantum response of rods is about 3-5% of Umax (e.g. Baylor, Lamb, & Yau, 1979) , so if the saturating response amplitude is similar in cones and rods, the quantal response in a rod would be 6-10-times larger in amplitude than that in a cone. This agrees with estimated ratios in other amphibians: 9 in mudpuppy (Fain & Dowling, 1973) and 7 in the leopard frog, R. pipiens (Hood & Hock, 1973) . Thus, after correcting for differences in quantum catch, rod-driven ganglion cell flash thresholds would be expected to be lower than conedriven ones by a factor of 6-10. Recorded thresholds differed by an average factor of 17, suggesting that the maximal (dark-adapted) gain for retinal transmission of cone signals is lower than that of rod signals [in contrast 32 K. DONNER et aL to receptor-to-horizontal-cell transmission in turtle, measured by Copenhagen, Ashmore, & Schnapf (1983) ].
Changes in sensitivity under steady adapting light
The flash sensitivity of cones changed in proportion to IB 064 over a background range extending approximately from 102 to 105 P*sec -1. The close agreement with the background dependence of cone-driven ganglion cell thresholds (threshold-lot IB °'65) in the intact eyecup suggests, firstly, that this really represents a natural behaviour of cones, and secondly, that there is little change in the gain of retinal transmission. The small difference we found between the intensities where cone photoreceptors and ganglion cells started to lose sensitivity (median I0= 140P*sec -1 for cones vs 50 P*sec -1 for cone-driven ganglion cells thresholds) is probably mainly due to the temperature difference between the two sets of experiments. In experiments on temperature effects on cone ERG responses, we have found that cooling from 14 to l l°C decreases I0 by a factor of 2 on average (Koskelainen et al., in preparation) .
The TVI slope 0.64 spanned about 3 log units of low and moderate background intensities and was followed by a mean slope of 1.24 over the range 105--107 P*sec -1. This whole function could in no reasonable way be fitted by the commonly applied Weber idealization (e.g. Normann & Anderton, 1983; Matthews et al., 1990) . It seems obvious that the TVI function is composite, expressing the dominance of different adaptation mechanisms with different functional results in different luminance ranges (Koutalos & Yau, 1996; Detwiler & Gray-Keller, 1996) . The slope of 0.64 prevails in the range where sensitivity and time scale changes are coupled in a manner resembling that described in Limulus ommatidia by Fuortes & Hodgkin (1964 ) (cf. Tranchina, Gordon, & Shapley, 1984 Sneyd & Tranchina, 1989) . This behaviour of cones is quite similar to what we have previously found in frog rods, involving an almost identical powerfunction relation between time scale and background illumination (tp c< I~ a with a = 0.16 in cones and 0.17 in rods). In rods, however, the pertinent background range was lower by two orders of magnitude in terms of P*sec -1, and the TVI slope was close to 0.5 (Donner et al., 1995) .
In cones (like in rods), other sensitivity-regulating mechanisms that are not associated with response acceleration become dominant at higher backgrounds, and the TVI function becomes steeper. In cones, the transition occurred around 105 P*sec -1, and it is probably significant that it is about this range that pigment bleaching becomes substantial (cf. the analysis in Fig. 7 of Valeton & van Norren, 1983) . In human cones, 25% of the cone pigment is in the bleached state under a steady illumination of 4 log td (Rushton & Henry, 1968) , which in the fovea would correspond to approx. 2.105 P*sec -1 [according to the calibration of Schnapf et al. (1990) , assuming other parameters as given in Donner (1992) ]. In turtle cones, a steady light of about 5-105 P*sec -1 keeps 10% of the pigment in the bleached state (Burkhardt, 1994) . Isolated salamander cones show permanent losses of sensitivity in darkness after having been exposed to adapting lights in excess of approx. 3.105 P*sec -1 (Matthews et al., 1990) . It should be noted, however, that the changes in cone sensitivity in this range cannot be explained solely by decreased quantum catch due to pigment depletion (cf. Discussion in Matthews et al., 1990) . The steep TVI slopes we observe in the range 105-107 P*sec -1 evidently are the combined result of a (bleach-associated?) gain decrease not coupled to response acceleration, some pigment loss and some loss of Umax (partial saturation).
The steep slope has an interesting functional implication. When incremental sensitivity falls more strongly than the Weber relation, contrast sensitivity will also drop. Thus, certain "paradoxical" decreases of contrast sensitivity with increasing mean illumination, as have been described e.g. in peripheral vision in a high photopic range (cf. Daitch & Green, 1969; Rovamo, Mustonen, & N~isanen, 1995) , might in fact result from the adaptation behaviour of the cone photoreceptors. Yet, it should be remembered that this will hold only over a limited range. Since cones do not saturate completely, they will ultimately enter a Weber range due to pigment depletion (the single well-known mechanism that in itself necessarily produces Weber adaptation).
Time scale
Changes under steady background light. The changes of cone time scale with adapting intensity were welldescribed by the power function tp e( IB 016 up tO I~104-105 P*sec -1, and these changes were very similar at the photoreceptor and ganglion cell levels (Fig. 9) . While the upper bound roughly coincides with the point where the TVI function becomes steeper, the shortening of time scale started at a background intensity at least 1 log unit lower than that where sensitivity began to decrease significantly: the apparent dark light for tp was about 5 P*sec -1 vs 100 P*sec -1 for SF.
Absolute time scales of the cone photocurrent response and the cone signal at the ganglion cell. The only substantial discrepancy found between the photoreceptor and ganglion cell levels was the slower absolute time scale apparent at the latter level, persisting across all adapting luminances (Fig. 9) . This was quite unexpected in view of our previous results on rods, where a close agreement was found (Donner et al., 1995) . The transformation might be achieved by illuminationdependent integrating (low-pass) stages located after the cone photocurrent response but before the differentiation (high-pass filtering) that precedes the ganglion cell discharge (Baylor & Fettiplace, 1977) . Low-pass filtering could arise e.g. when hyperpolarisation spreads to the cone axon and synaptic membrane, or later, in connection with transduction of the synaptic transmitter decrease into a postsynaptic current increase and depolarisation of the ON-bipolar cell (cf. Copenhagen et al., 1983) . Our simulations show that a current with the time course of the cone ERG response fed to an RCmembrane can produce a voltage that very closely preserves the original rising waveform, but increases tp by at least as much as is needed to explain the difference in Fig. 9 (approx. 1.7-fold when corrected for the temperature difference). It may be worth noting that the technique we use for extracting the time scale of cone signals at the ganglion cell largely relies on responses to rather high flash intensities, where the steeply rising edge might be particularly strongly affected by low-pass filtering (cf. Lamb et aL, 1989) .
Comparison with other studies
Frog cones and ganglion cells. Objectives similar to some of ours have been pursued in the closely related leopard frog by Hood and colleagues (Hood & Hock, 1973 Gordon & Hood, 1976; Hock & Hood, 1978) . They, too, recorded mass cone responses from the aspartate-treated retina and extracellular ganglion cell spike thresholds from the eyecup, and compared sensitivity changes at the two levels. The results on the cone mass potential are in good qualitative agreement with ours, notably in the shallowness of flash TVI functions (Hood & Hock, 1975) . By contrast, the conclusions of Hock & Hood (1978) on the relation between ganglion cell thresholds and cone sensitivity are opposite to ours. They found that ganglion cells lost considerably less sensitivity than cones under steady backgrounds, concluding that the peak amplitude of cone flash responses cannot linearly determine ganglion cell thresholds. It is easy to see at least one likely reason for the discrepancy. Hock and Hood determined ganglion cell thresholds with full-field stimuli (covering the whole retina), which will have activated strong antagonism from the receptive-field surround (Barlow, 1953) . Even when stimulated with much smaller test spots (less than 2 mm dia), most light-adapted frog ganglion cells show significantly elevated response thresholds compared with thresholds for optimal-sized spots presented on the midpoint of the receptive field. Adaptational changes in thresholds for such large stimuli will depend on changes in the relative size and timing of the antagonistic signals from the receptive-field center and surround reaching the ganglion cell. This can produce quite surprising results, and a linear relation to photoreceptor response amplitude is certainly not to be expected (see Donner, 1981) . Specifically, a weak background dependence of ganglion cell thresholds would be expected if the "dark-adapted" reference level (which for cone-driven thresholds is of course recorded under a background light, cf. Figure 5) is itself elevated by lateral antagonism.
The general similari~ of vertebrate cones. There is a large literature on cone adaptation in various vertebrate species, and the explicit conclusions of the authors vary. A common theme, however, has been to look for, and approximately find, a Weber function (e.g. Boynton & Whitten, 1970; Normann & Perlman, 1979; Normann & Anderton, 1983; Valeton & van Norren, 1983; Schnapf et al., 1990; Matthews et al., 1990; Burkhardt, 1994) . Do we then have to assume that frog cones at 14°C are somehow exceptional? We wish to make two types of comments to the impressive body of experimental work construed to support Weber behaviour.
The first is that there are several possible reasons for overlooking, or experimentally losing, a segment of shallow TVI slope. Data recorded against increasing backgrounds may accrue excessive steepness due to saturation (if the response criterion is slightly outside the linear range), and/or inadequate control of general decreases in response amplitude of the preparation. A peculiar problem in suction-pipette recordings is the tendency of isolated, perfused cells to lose some of their capacity for light-adaptation, especially in the lower, time-scale-coupled range (see our remarks in the Methods section). Further, in some of the studies, step responses (to stimuli longer than the cone's integration time) have been used without a clear analysis of how these are related to the quantal response, observing changes in integration time, as well as light-adaptation during the build-up of the step response itself (see below). Perhaps most importantly, in many studies the data cover such wide ranges of background intensity that a possible fine structure has not attracted much interest, but rather has been glossed over with a global Weber fit (dominated by data for high backgrounds). This is natural especially in cases where the data itself have been smoothed by pooling from many cells, subsequent to normalization e.g. by the respective "dark light" of each cell.
Indeed, our second comment is that it is often the interpretation rather than the data that differs from ours. To exemplify this, Fig. 10 replots data from two seminal investigations of the adaptation of cones in situ. In both studies, the authors chose to fit Weber functions.
Marked by circles are data from a turtle cone, extracted from the original records in Fig. 2 of . It appears to be their most extensive series of recordings from a single cone under low to moderate steady backgrounds, and the cell's stability was repeatedly checked by recordings in darkness interleaved with the background sessions. (It may be added that the timesto-peak of the responses over the range of shallow TVI slope changed as tp ~ IB015).
The data marked by squares are a transformation of the foveal, focal-ERG data from one monkey, given in Fig.  I(A) of Boynton & Whitten (1970) . The 150 msec light pulse they used represents a step stimulus to monkey cones, where the maximal (dark-adapted) integration time is certainly less than 100 msec (Schneeweis & Schnapf, 1995) . Cell adaptation is evident from the shallowness of their intensity-response functions (which in fact made possible their conclusion that "response compression" suffices for explaining the TVI data), just as from the similarly shallow intensity-response functions of Valeton & van Norren (1983) . [For an analysis of flash vs step intensity-response relations in rods, see Fain, Lamb, Matthews, & Murphy (1989) , in cones, see
